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Abstract: This paper presents a methodology involving the transformation and conversion of qualitative data gathered from open, semi-structured interviews into quantitative data—a process known as quantitizing. In the process of analysing the factors behind the different levels of success in the implementation of entrepreneurship education programs in two case studies, we came up with a challenge that became the research question for this paper: “How can we best extract, organize and communicate insights from a vast amount of qualitative information?” To answer it, we developed a methodology involving codifying, labelling, attributing a score and creating indicators/indexes and a matrix of influence. This allowed us to extract more insights than would be possible with a mere qualitative approach (e.g., we were able to rank 53 categories in two dimensions, which would have been impossible based only on the qualitative data, given the high number of pairwise comparisons: 1378). While any work in the social sciences will always keep some degree of subjectivity, by providing an example of quantitizing qualitative information from interviews, we hope to contribute to the expansion of the toolbox in mixed methods research, social sciences and mathematics and encourage further applications of this type of approach.
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1. Introduction

The following text will lay out how we designed the integration of qualitative and quantitative data in the context of a research in the field of social sciences and propose how such a model may become paradigmatic in future studies that deal with vast data and case studies underpinned by interviews.

The object of our study was understanding the reasons behind the different levels of success in the implementation of entrepreneurship education programs (henceforth EEP) in Portugal, for which we considered two case studies, to provide an appropriate basis for comparison. To answer the research question behind this paper—“How can we best extract, organize and communicate insights from such a vast amount of qualitative information?”—and given the complexity, vastness and subjectivity of the object of study, we chose to transform the qualitative data through an appropriate sequence of steps, including (i) defining the concepts being studied, (ii) constructing indexes and indicators and (iii) creating a summary matrix of influence that would provide, in a visual manner, a clear characterization of the two case studies at hand.
We will also highlight why it is important to use a mixed methods design approach in social sciences to give breadth and scope to studies in this field. In brief, what we conducted can be decomposed in two stages. First, we quantitized data gathered from 39 interviews and followed a three-step approach in order to achieve more qualitative results, by organizing and quantitizing the information present in the 3749 quotes we extracted from those interviews. Second, to tackle the issue of implementation of entrepreneurship education programs, we used four important quantification tools: the Index of Average Presence Index (IAP), the Indicator of Average Magnitude (IAM), the Index of Criticality (IC) and the Matrix of Influence (MI). Indeed, these indicators converge to a summary Matrix of Influence that provides a visually clear characterization of the two case studies at hand. As we will see, this methodology builds up and gains consistency with every step. Because of this, what began as research relying predominantly upon qualitative data, our study went through a process in which the data became quantitized and the indicators revealed with more detail and mathematic accuracy what qualitative inputs would show.

Why not use a quantitization process tout court? Quantitative research — *latu sensu* — is, in its nature, essentially oriented towards verification, explanation and confirmation, within its frameworks of understanding of reality. Moreover, quantitizing is a methodological intervention directed towards engineering data to fulfill what may seem to be opposing purposes, including the reduction and amplification of data, in addition to the clarification of and extraction of meaning from data [1]. That is why the measurement of concepts, the search for causality, generalization, replication and validation as guiding principles are predominant [2–6]. In the research carried out, much of the initial inputs were mainly qualitative and with a high degree of subjectivity. Thus, the quantitative analysis of the interviews could only be achieved through a quantitizing process [7]. According to Gale et al. [8], “Qualitative data are voluminous (an hour of interview can generate 15–30 pages of text) and being able to manage and summarize (reduce) data is a vital aspect of the analysis process” [8]. This was certainly our experience.

The use of mixed methods research has been used for decades and has sprawled to practically every field of knowledge or research that intends to explore a broader scope, reduce subjectivities or compensate for the limitations of either qualitative or quantititative approaches alone. Our case revolved around the intensive use of contents of interviews and documentation analysis that related to social phenomena, i.e., decision-making processes. Although these methods may provide us with an overview of the matter at hand, interviews and analyses may give us impressionistic and somehow biased results. This means that a purely qualitative inquiry may only take us so far in understanding the problems surrounding our research object. This situation is common in social sciences and humanities, given that these fields usually use methods that privilege qualitative approaches and methods to carry out those approaches.

Qualitative research seeks to deeply understand a research subject rather than predict outcomes [9,10]. Thus, qualitative research values people’s lived experiences and is inherently subjective and sensitive to the biases of both researchers and participants [10,11]. Our choice for a mixed methods approach was made for its ability to tackle two main issues that we came across in the abovementioned research: the need for a readable systematization and effective management of data; to mitigate the subjectivity inherent to qualitative data [6,12,13]. Therefore, despite their ontological and epistemological differences, our combining of qualitative and quantitative methods in a single study seemed viable by employing an overarching paradigmatic model/framework [14,15].

Ultimately, the research performed adopted a mixed methods approach, based on an exploratory sequential design [16], as we will see next. In other words, we used predominantly qualitative data, which, in turn, went through a quantitizing process. As supported by Sandelowski et al. [1], this quantitizing serves as a way to think about and interact with data, so, in our case, this process enabled us to carry out a more thorough interpretation of the qualitative data gathered through semi-structured interviews. From our knowledge, our approach is novel to the literature. In all the papers we had the chance to read that
deal with the quantitative treatment of qualitative data from interviews [1,7,17–29], the
analysis offered is based on the transcription, codification and interpretation of the quotes,
without taking the step of quantifying any of the qualitative information obtained. In
other words, researchers usually use a qualitative analysis of content (which includes
counting frequencies after the coding stage). We intend to take this further and will use the
aforementioned example to show the blueprint of how this process can be performed in
research that uses interviews.

2. Background and Theoretical Model Adopted

2.1. The Study

The main goal of the background research that used the methodology we are exposing
here was to determine what were the conjunctures (and what factors inside each conjunc-
ture) that lead decision makers to choose a certain path. The qualitative data that we will
refer to often throughout this paper can be divided into two main strands: documentation
and semi-structured interviews.

The reason of being stems from an inquiry to understand the conditions in which
decision makers were likely (or favourable) to the implementation of entrepreneurship
education programmes (mainly at NUTS III level and during compulsory school). The
Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) III corresponds, in Portugal, to
a region or territory locally known as Intermunicipal Community (known as CIM). We
will analyse two NUTS III: the CIM Viseu Dão Lafões (CIMVDL) and CIM Baixo Alentejo
(CIMBAL). In addition, there are also allusions to the Portuguese case in general. The
former was chosen because they allow considerable contrast, namely due to the results
observed in terms of implementation and success of EEP. The national case remained a
key element in our analysis as it enriched our comprehension of the relevant factors to
be considered when studying the EEP implementation in the two regional cases chosen
for a comparative study. While this topic is very precise—that is why we will minimise
information that is less relevant since we want to highlight the methodological aspects
involved in our research—the understanding of decision making has broader implications
and ramifications and, thus, contributions from this study may help future research in
this realm.

2.2. Sources of Information

The main sources of information regarding the implementation of the EEP were
documentation and interviews. These were particularly favoured because in qualitative
research, the interview, especially in its semi-structured form, has been regarded as an
important technique since it allows to experiment and to tackle the context surrounding
the subject, enabling the discovery of elements and categories that may reinforce and
restructure the research goals [6,30–32]. Given that we were comparing two seemingly very
different cases, we identified the need to obtain information from several different people
involved in the decision process, as well as go through a triangulation process.

The qualitative nature of the information collected, particularly the 3749 quotes ob-
tained from the 39 interview transcripts, created a need for a systematic treatment of the
opinions expressed in them, as well as a theoretical support to frame and organize the
amount of content collected. We extracted quotes after transcribing an interview. They were
extracted after analysing the content, context and underlying intentions of the respective
interviewee, and the identification of interesting segments of text that we call coding units.
It is each of these text segments/coding units that we coded in step one (as explained next),
in the categories of each of the theoretical frameworks that constitute the conceptual model
adopted [8,30].

The interviewees assume a central role as sources of information. They are the ones
who enform the practices of organizations and, through their personal constructs and
theories, model their own practices; they are agents of social dynamics [33]. In order to
have access to relevant information, we interviewed key informants who provided us with
important data on the object of study in an interactive and holistic perspective [34]. The following key informants or potential informants [30,35] and privileged witnesses [36] were interviewed in our study due to their role in decision making concerning the implementation of EEP in schools: local mayors; presidents of Intermunicipal Communities; politically appointed decision; middle managers of the Intermunicipal Communities; school principals.

An interview script [6] was devised and used in every interview. This helps the comparison and structuring of the data. Therefore, the conduction of the semi-structured qualitative interviews resorted to the design of three grids, based on the items contained in each of the theoretical models adopted and explained below in point 2.3. The semi-structured interviews consisted of open questions to make it easier for the revelation of empirical data [37].

The preparation of the interviews involved the fulfilment of methodological requirements. Namely: guaranteeing the anonymity of the source of information; recording the interview and transcription to digital support; returning the text to the interviewee to validate it. The 39 interviews were recorded, and the duration varied according to the pace of each interviewee. The average time was 60 min. The process of managing and organizing the data, bearing in mind the high number of interviews and extensive documentation collected, was ensured through the preparation of a “file” in digital format (Microsoft Word) that served as an exhaustive database for each case.

2.3. Methodological Background

Understanding the decision-making process that underlies the implementation of Entrepreneurship Education Programs in compulsory education is a complex issue. It encompasses several aspects, which range from the scheduling and formulation of public policy to decision making and implementation. Howlett et al. [38] recommend dividing the study of public policy problems into three distinct but complementary phases:

( . . . ) the ease provided by the understanding of the public policy process unfolded in parts, in which each of them can be investigated in isolation or in terms of its relationship with the other stages of the cycle, allowing the integration of empirical materials derived from the individual cases, the comparative studies of several cases and the study of one or more stages of one or several cases in political theories and analyses.

Based on this principle, we proceeded to deconstruct the public policy process in the following stages: (i) “Agenda”—a “pre-decision” phase; (ii) “Decision”—thought around the problem of the “decision” making phase; (iii) “Implementation”—referring to the “post-decision” phase. In the ambit of the literature review on theories/models that contribute to the understanding of public policies, the question arose of which theories/models to adopt as a reference for each stage. The whole process is explained in [39]. What follows is a contextualizing summary.

The choice considered two main criteria: on the one hand, the theoretical suitability of the models studied; on the other hand, the possibility of structuring and sectioning them, in order to allow a more detailed analysis—and, sometimes, necessarily compartmentalised—of the same. This second criterion is important given the complexity of the phenomenon under analysis, which results from the number of actors involved, timespan and vast legislation, institutions and communication links—all elements tied to the nature of multilevel governance associated with the management of the public policy cycle in the context of the implementation of EEP.

Based on these criteria, and on the premise that when used effectively (specifically by experienced and subject matter experts), this type of method is a systematic and flexible approach to analysing data and is appropriate for use in research [8]. The theoretical frameworks adopted in each of the stages are as follows: (i) Agenda stage (A)—“Multiple Streams Framework” [40] (Kingdon, 1984); (ii) Decision stage (D)—“Muddling Through Framework” [41,42] (Lindblom, 1959, 1979); (iii) Implementation stage (I)—“Implementation Analysis Framework” [43] (Sabatier and Mazmanian, 1980). The conceptual framework
adopted—which is shown in the Figure 1—is in an integrated and coherent scheme (which contributed to the understanding and explanation of which forces and factors operate at each stage of the public policy cycle).

The approach described in the previous figure provides a framework that aims to identify (i) the processes that have to take place for an issue to enter the political agenda; (ii) how the various institutions proceed to decision making; (iii) how they carried out the implementation of a chosen public policy.

2.4. Constitutive Elements of the Conceptual Framework

In order to fulfil the objectives of the research carried out, two sub-levels of analysis were created within each of the theoretical frameworks adopted, which we called “Dimensions” and “Categories”. These constitute the organizing axes of the indicators and indexes that, in turn, make it possible to highlight the most important/critical factors for the successful implementation of public policies in the field of entrepreneurship education.

In line with Bardin [45] (2018), the dimensions were constructed based on the constitutive elements of each of the theoretical frameworks adopted, i.e., on the components defined according to the key idea attributed to them by their respective authors—five fundamental components in Kingdon’s theoretical model [40], six conditions associated with Sabatier and Mazmanian’s model (1980) [43] and five dimensions that capture the essence of the theoretical model developed by Lindblom (1959, 1979) [41,42]. In turn, each of these 16 dimensions were broken down into 53 categories or, more specifically, into 22 categories in the Agenda stage, 16 in the Decision stage and 15 in the Implementation stage, as can be seen in Tables S1–S3 in Appendix 1 of Supplementary Materials.

Indeed, this model allows the possibility of structuring and sectioning each of the three stages of decision making in order to allow a more detailed—and, often times, compartmentalised—analysis. The compartmentalisation aspect is key to our goals, as the next section will clarify. Each model is broken into dimensions and, within them, categories. Altogether, the three models comprise 16 dimensions and 53 categories—the latter being the main element upon which the whole process of quantitizing qualitative information was performed.

Figure 2 depicts the “skeleton” of the theoretical framework adopted, where its components become clearer: three stages, sixteen dimensions, fifty-three categories. As we will see, the process of quantifying the qualitative information will begin with “codifying” the quotes from the interviews, which is nothing more than placing each of them in one of the fifty-three “drawers” of the picture below. We exclude from here detailed descriptions of each element of the theoretical framework adopted to keep the presentation as succinct as possible and because the content relates to political science and public policy. A more
interested reader can consult [39], where the process of choosing, integrating and making sense of the three models chosen, as well as comments on each dimension and category included in it are thoroughly explained.

Figure 2. Skeleton of the Theoretical Framework adopted. Source: the authors.

To clarify the framework, we give two examples. The Agenda stage has five dimensions (A1 to A5) and the first dimension (A1) has four categories in it: A1.1, A1.2, A1.3 and A1.4. The Implementation stage has six dimensions with the fifth (I5) including two categories (I5.1 and I5.2).

3. Methodology

In order to analyse the content of the interviews carried out, we defined a methodology to transform the qualitative data in quantitative indicators and indexes, adopting a sequence of steps, beginning with the codification of the quotes; secondly, with the choice of a qualitative label, followed by the attribution of a score; thirdly, by constructing indexes and indicators from these scores, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Steps adopted in the Quantitization of the Qualitative Data from Interviews. Source: the authors.
3.1. The First Step (1)—Codification

By codification, we mean the allocation of each of the selected quotes to one of 53 categories [31] of the integrated framework presented earlier in Figure 1. This process involves a qualitative content analysis of each quote and thoughtful consideration of which category in the theoretical model selected shows a better fit, according to a set of criteria defined in the literature [6,29,45–48].

To illustrate this first step, we provide an example:

“We are helping our students to acquire knowledge, stimulate their attitudes and develop their entrepreneurial skills. These will be very useful when it comes to adapting to the job market and the challenges it presents.”

This quote was allocated to category A2.5—Compatibility with values. This was performed for the remaining 3748 quotes. Following the best practices in codification, we used the NVivo software to record the content analysis and to keep the process clear, consistent and easily traceable. We believe that different researchers would reach similar results if they proceeded to categorise the same content units, based on the aforementioned rules and the chosen theoretical framework. In other words, we maximized the mitigation of issues of subjectivity. The Figure 4 is taken from the NVivo software, where we can observe the structure of the theoretical framework adopted.

![Figure 4. Snapshot of the NVivo Software. Source: the authors.](image)

The breakdown of the 3749 coding units (by stage and case) is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Quotes per Stage and Case Study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Agenda</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baixo-Alentejo (CIMBAL)</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>1527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viseu Dão-Lafões (CIMVDL)</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>1152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2105</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>3749</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: the authors.
The distribution of the 3749 quotes by case is as follows: 1070 for the National case (29%), 1527 for the CIMBAL (41%) and 1152 for the CIMVDL (30%). This distribution is largely influenced by the number of interviews carried out for each case: 8 in the National case, 19 in the CIMBAL and 12 in CIMVDL.

The frequency count—the number of quotes—is extremely valuable because it is quite objective. It constitutes, to paraphrase Bardin [45], a first step in the content analysis, allowing the researcher to obtain a first impression of the relative importance of the elements of the theoretical framework adopted. The Frequency Count Indicator (FCI) will also be relevant for the quantization of the qualitative data, in that the number of quotes in each category will be the obvious weight to consider when performing averages for the other elements (dimensions and stages).

3.2. The Second Step (2)—Identification and Classification of Success/Failure Factors and Their Effect

This second step is divided in two: the qualitative classification and the attribution of a score (steps 2.1 and 2.2 in Figure 3). Since our aim is to study the relevance of different elements for the success of the EEP implementation, upon codifying each quote, we had to give a label to each quote. Thus, we had to define previously the concept of success (in the context of this study) so that it may be classified and subsequently measured [12,49–51]. Our goal is to understand what contributes for the success in each of the three stages of the public policy cycle. Success in each stage is necessary for the overall success, i.e., the effective implementation of EEP. We synthesize the information on success in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Definition of Success and Conditions for it to Happen in Each Stage. Source: the authors.

Considering the theoretical rationale proposed for the definition of success at each stage and that our aim was to understand whether the key success factors underlying the category to which the quote was allocated to were present or absent and the magnitude/impact of its presence/absence, the need for data treatability made evident the necessity to create a new variable that could be measured and allow for a better understanding of the theoretical concept desired [12]. This new variable came to be the Category-Inherent Success Factor (CISF) and constitutes, using Bardin’s terms [45], a (new) “unit of context”, enabling us to face the existing ambiguity in the referencing of the meaning of the coded elements so that the analysis could be consistent and productive.

The CISF, therefore, clarifies the key success factors underlying each category. The quote we used as an example above was allocated to category A2.5—Compatibility with values. How could we put a label on a quote based on such a neutral description? We had to write an appropriate CISF for this category, which came to be the following:
“A reasonable/high alignment between the proposed solutions to the problem and the values of the relevant community (family, school, company, neighbourhood, city, CIM, region, etc) elevates the consensus around the importance of the solutions.”

To allow better visualisation of our point, in Table 2, we will illustrate, with 5 examples, how the creation of the CISF makes the success factors clearer:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>CISF Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1.1—Indicators</td>
<td>There are quantitative or qualitative indicators that provide information about the matter at hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4.1—Who (visible/invisible agents)</td>
<td>There are visible and invisible entrepreneurs for whom it is important to put the topic on the Agenda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4.4—Strategies used</td>
<td>The entrepreneurs have a plan regarding the problems and proposals for implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4.1—Decision makers with different views</td>
<td>There is a diversity of views, on the part of those responsible, to expand the range of possibilities and alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3.2—Adequate hierarchic integration</td>
<td>Existence of coordinated actions between the internal structure and the entities involved in the implementation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the above, it becomes noticeable that the inclusion of this new variable allows for standardisation in the approach of each of the 3 models, insofar as the formulation of each of the CISF makes clear what is beneficial for success in each of the stages for the respective category. Thus, this variable, the CISF, was uniformly worded so as to be an affirmative statement that describes the elements necessary for success in a stage, in terms of the category to which it relates. As we will see, the creation of the CISF also allows us to deal with the issue of having categories with a positive, negative or dubious impact when these categories are present.

In summary, if this operation of standardising the categories was not carried out, the researcher would face the difficulty of interpreting the content of the coded quote. This would be particularly troublesome in cases where some categories have such characteristics that they can assume three types of connection with success in the stage—positive, negative or dubious. We use the term connection to mean how success in a stage varies when the “quantity” of the category “increases”. For example, for category I5.1, what happens when the “Formalization of Support” is greater? Does success tend to increase (positive impact), tend to decrease (negative impact) or does it depend (dubious impact)? For D4.3: what happens when cultural idiosyncrasy “increases”? What is the meaning of the impact on the success of the stage of having a “greater amount” of cultural idiosyncrasy? This new variable always has a positive impact when the CISF is present and a negative impact whenever the CISF is absent. Another example: in the “Financial Viability” category, in the “Policy Flow” dimension A2 of the Kingdon model, a category with a positive impact, the corresponding CISF assumes the following description: “Financial viability in the solutions proposed to solve the problem”. The “Restrictions to the System” category, in the same A2, with a negative impact, has as CISF “Decision-makers are able to anticipate future restrictions to their proposals”.

The CISF also allows to deal with dubious categories where the impact of a “stronger presence” of the category, as it is described, is not necessarily positive or negative. For example, the category “Governmental Changes”, in the A3 dimension, “Policy Flow”, of the Kingdon model has as CISF “There are people in strategic positions in the decision-making structure favorable to the entry of the topic on the Agenda”. 
3.3. Classification of the Type of Effect of the CISFs

The conceptual framework adopted that we have been following to identify and classify the critical success factors, by itself, does not translate the dynamics that these factors reveal. Therefore, we resorted to another model in the area of management, the Force Field Analysis. It is this model that will allow us to revisit the CISFs and interpret them according to the type of effect they have on the various stages of the policy cycle. This effect is classified into factors that drive/enable the process, or, in contrast, restrain or block it. It is this type of effect that we present in the following figure.

Bearing in mind the rationale present in Figure 6, it is now important to exemplify how we used in a practical application when we had to interpret any given “quote” according to the effect it had on success in the stage to which it corresponded, i.e., Agenda, Decision or Implementation.

![Figure 6. Classification of the Type of Effect of the CISFs. Source: the authors.](image)

In this context, we had to interpret as faithfully as possible the quote that the interviewees said and its context. We took into account the effect on the success of the stage, as well as the meaning and intensity of the impact. In other words: whether it is positive or negative and if the stance is of high or low magnitude. Thus, when a certain interviewee talks over a period of time, for example, about the position of their institution regarding the placement of EEP on the agenda, we immediately placed/coded the quote in category A3.3—Position of the institutions involved—and then, qualitatively classified the type of effect inherent to the coded quote (CISF), according to the reference in the two dimensions adopted to carry out this classification.

Being aware of the importance of this procedure during the qualitative analysis of the content of the interviews carried out, we considered useful the reinforcement of the practical exemplification of its application through the presentation in Table 3 of the coding of 4 quotes and their subsequent classification according to the type of effect for success of the CISF Driver, Blocker, Restrainer and Enabler.
### Table 3. Four Examples of the Process of Codification and Classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Codification</th>
<th>Classification of the Type of Effect of the CISFs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We have a document, we have a diagnosis, we have an action plan, for us</td>
<td>A1.2 Structured information by internationally/nationally/regionally recognized entities</td>
<td>Structured information by internationally/nationally/regionally recognized entities X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one issue that was important was education for entrepreneurship as I have</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>already had the opportunity to explain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectively, according to the current state of the curricula, I am</td>
<td>A2.9 Restrictions to the system</td>
<td>Decision-makers are able to anticipate future restrictions to their proposals X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>talking about 2017 and we are in March, I am not talking about 2017/2018,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am talking about now, I would say perhaps that it is almost impossible</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipalities are always very wary of meddling in schools, and</td>
<td>A3.1 Supranational/national/regional feelings</td>
<td>There is a prevailing feeling in society that values the topic and its entry into the decision-making agenda X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>politicians are very wary of meddling in schools. This is a sensitive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>issue because schools sometimes see the presence of municipalities as</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an intrusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the time we started with the 2nd cycle and with professional</td>
<td>D4.2 Previous absence of clear goals from the decision-makers</td>
<td>An open-minded mindset regarding goal setting – very clear and concrete goals – that may allow and broaden the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary education, only later did we go on to the 3rd cycle, and the</td>
<td></td>
<td>range of solutions to tackle a theme with a high degree of novelty and complexity X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>councillors responsible for education liked the project very much, at</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the time I remember they were even delighted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: the authors.

Based on what is explained above, it is possible to observe and interpret in Tables S1–S3 in Appendix 2 of Supplementary Materials how the qualitative classification of all CISFs was made, i.e., of the type of effect inherent to the 3749 quotes spread throughout the three stages. We can also conclude that the qualitative content analyses of the interviews come here to an end. The ensuing phase corresponds to quantitative analysis, as explained in Figure 3.

### 3.4. Quantitative Analysis

After we have defined and classified the type of effect inherent to FSIC, in terms of the meaning and intensity of its impact, it becomes necessary to choose/develop appropriate instruments that help us measure some aspects that contribute to the understanding of the matter at hand. The question then arises of which indicator to build and which operations should be carried out, in order to guarantee the desired quality in the research process, since the way in which concepts are defined and measured impacts the validity of research results and, consequently, the theoretical validity of the study [12].

#### 3.4.1. Theoretical Meaning of Indicators

The conceptual definition provides the theoretical meaning of a construct and guides the development or choice of the appropriate indicator to measure the concept [49]. In our case, we established that our object of analysis is to understand what contributes to success in each of the 3 stages of the public policy cycle. A summary of this can be found in Figure 3.
3.4.2. Measuring the Indicators

According to Fortin [12], the measurement can be defined quantitatively—through the attribution of numerical values to objects or events according to certain measurement or correspondence rules—or qualitatively, through a classification process which consists of assigning numbers to categories to represent variations in the studied concept.

The attribution of numbers to the classification of the type of effect implicit in codified quotes, presented in the previous tables, was carried out in line with Krippendorf [52], who also considers it convenient to assign numbers to categories in order to support the interpretation of variations in the phenomena.

Before describing the measuring scale adopted for the attribution of these numbers, it is important to reinforce that, according to Fortin [12] and Saldaña [53] (2013), measuring consists of attributing numbers to objects or events according to certain rules. According to these authors, the value that an attribute has can be represented with four measurement scales in ascending order, as follows:

(i) The nominal scale, which serves to assign numbers to objects to represent mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories. (ii) The ordinal scale, in which numbers are assigned to objects representing an order of magnitude. Because these numbers represent a rank and not absolute numerical quantities, this scale does not allow these numbers to be added or subtracted. (iii) The range scale, which ensures continuous values and, in which, the assigned numbers, being spaced at equal intervals, can be added or subtracted. Finally, (iv) the ratio scale, with intervals and an absolute zero to represent the absence of the phenomenon.

3.4.3. Score Attribution

Based on the previous conclusions and guiding our step 2.1 (qualitative classifications of Figure 5), and having built the category-inherent success factor variable, it became clear that it would be appropriate to opt for the use of an ordinal scale with 4 values that reflect the types of the aforementioned classification. On the other hand, as the impact of some variables is positive (when they are more present or present to a greater degree/intensity) and in others it is negative, we also chose a scale with positive and negative values. The values of this scale are symmetrical, insofar as the impacts are of the same nature, whether positive or negative. Given that our approach was essentially inductive, pragmatic and in line with the objectives of the analysis, and since the researcher can see some differentiability in the statements collected, it would be limiting to consider only a scale with two values (one positive and one negative). Thus, we chose a scale with two positive values and two negative values, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Type of Classification Ordinal Scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Value/Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabler</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Value/Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restraint</td>
<td>–0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocker</td>
<td>–1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: the authors.

We, therefore, considered it appropriate to have the minimum number of values on a symmetrical scale that allowed having more than one positive/negative value.

Since we intend to study the extent to which the CISFs were present or absent, it becomes possible with this scale to provide a clear reading of what was classified as reflecting the presence or absence of the respective CISF. As far as magnitude is concerned, given that it was decided that the qualitative classification of the CISF would consider
two types of magnitude, it became necessary to answer the question of how to adequately reflect its impact on the scale.

For the sake of standardisation, we opted for a scale between $-1$ and $1$. These values correspond to the extreme classifications that, in the model presented above, refer to the types of effects implicit in quotes coded with high magnitude, respectively, Blocker and Driver. Although there is no neutral element in the classification of CISFs, we adopted, for classifications with low magnitude, values that are equidistant from this tacit reference. Since a neutral stance is absent from the model, it is, in a certain way, omnipresent. It is not only the intermediate point between the extremes of the scale, but also the point at which there is a change, not of degree, but of a qualitative change in the CISF, from absent to present.

Therefore, it is natural for us to attribute to low magnitude CISFs the intermediate value in the range where the CISF has the same quality, i.e., the CISF has a positive impact on the $[0,1]$ range and a negative impact on the $[-1,0]$ range. This brings about the values of $-0.5$ and $0.5$ attributed to low-magnitude CISF, thus reflecting the absence or presence of the CISF—which we have designated, respectively, as Restrainer and Enabler for the success of one of the three stages. The blocking factor does not block, as in a “veto”; it works instead as a “stronger brake”. It is thus entirely symmetrical to the driving factor, and not a binary factor (as it would be if it were like a “veto”).

Still concerning the absence of a “neutral” element on the aforementioned scale, it is important to note that this fact occurred to the extent that all the evidences collected (the coded quotes) pointed to a positive or negative impact. In the interviews, the interviewees mentioned “relevant” events, i.e., events that contributed, from their point of view, positively or negatively to successes or failures, and not “irrelevant”, neutral events.

Another methodological question that we were faced with has to do with the distance between the elements of the scale. According to Fortin [12], although the values assigned to designate the respective categories of the scale can be arbitrary—as long as they respect a certain logic that allows placing the variables among themselves—the spacing between two scale values is not necessarily constant. However, according to Fortin [12], in cases where the choice of scale does not greatly interfere in the results, a situation that occurs when the frequency distribution does not possess a great bias, constant distances between 4 elements (for example, with values of $1, 1/3, -1/3$ and $-1$) are a viable option. Within the scope of this work, we chose to maintain the scale presented above.

### 3.4.4. Construction of Indicators, Indexes and Matrix of Influence

For the purpose of this paper, the term index is understood as a numerical value that represents a composite variable, quantitatively and thematically consistent, from the calculation of sums or averages of the scores of the categories that served as input to the respective calculation. We will present a composite index resulting from 2 indicators: (i) one based on the relative frequency of the categories, i.e., the relative frequency of one category against the others; (ii) Average Magnitude (henceforth AM), that is, the Average Presence (henceforth AP) module (which is between 0.05 and 1) standardised to 0 to 1, allowing to obtain the % of quotes of high magnitude.

Even though we are aware that even in exact sciences the development of quantitative indicators is a considerable challenge [54]—and that its implementation in the scope of the human and social sciences becomes even more difficult—we considered it possible to carry out a systematic construction of quantitative indicators for our investigation process. Moreover, we consider this to be a best practice since the adoption of composite indicators has been gaining more and more popularity in recent times, with various authors contributing new methodologies on this topic over the past years [55].

For the AP and AM indicators, which will be presented and described below, the essential properties that any indicator must present were considered [54] within the scope of the process to which it refers:

(i) Relevance—portrayal of an important, essential aspect of the process;
(ii) intensity grading—sufficient variation in the process space;
(iii) univocity—portraying with complete clarity a unique and well-defined aspect of
the process;
(iv) stability—be based on a well-defined and time-stable procedure;
(v) traceability—the data on which the indicator is based and the calculations performed
must be recorded and preserved.

We believe that the two indicators that were elaborated and we will present next
can be considered, according to Jannuzzi [56], methodological assets that add value to
the content analysis performed since it contributed to quantifying and operationalizing
abstract social concepts of theoretical interest (for the academic research) or programmatic
(for policy making).

These indicators are examples of analysis techniques built in a systematic way, using
clear and well-defined analytical operations. Their goal is to contribute to the explanation
and systematization of the content of the messages, in line with what Bardin [44] suggests.

3.4.5. Index of Average Presence

Building up on previously mentioned information, we have conceived the Indicator
of Average Presence (IAP).

In short, the construction of the IAP—for categories, dimensions and stages—gives us
the chance to calculate weighted averages and the possibility to conduct ordinal analysis (of
ranking, not of ratio) about those averages. Thus, through the IAP, it is possible to measure
three main elements of our case studies: (i) what are the categories with more/fewer CISF?
(ii) What are the dimensions with more/fewer CISF? (iii) What is the average presence in
each stage of the public policy cycle?

This is a quantitative measure that produces a global score that reflects how present
were the success factors in each level of the analysis—i.e., categories, dimensions and stages
of the public policy cycle. This will provide us with a metric indicator of the success verified
in the different levels of analysis mentioned when we carry out a comparative analysis of
case studies—namely, the processes of implementation of education for entrepreneurship
programmes in the Dão-Lafrões and lower Alentejo regions. In this indicator, the scores
given to the variables (at their most disaggregated level, which in our cases are the cate-
gories) have both ordinal and interval properties. This makes possible the calculation of
weighted averages based on those scores, in order to obtain scores in the upper levels, i.e.,
scores for dimensions and stages.

The Average Presence of a given category—that is inside a dimension, which in turn
is included in one of the three stages—is the weighted average of the scores given to quotes
that were allocated to that category. This process can be seen in Table S1 in Appendix 3
of Supplementary Materials. This indicator is particularly useful to immediately see if a
certain category/dimension/stage had a positive or negative score—globally reflecting if it
had their respective CISF more present or absent. For a more detailed understanding of this
step—if, for instance, we want to compare the IAP obtained for the Agenda stage in each
case study—we may see the results in Table S2 in Appendix 3 of Supplementary Materials.

Considering that the Average Presence is the indicator of the degree of presence
of success factors relevant for each stage, we can state that, in average, a higher AP is
associated with a high probability of success in that stage. From the IAP we can make
observations of ordinal nature concerning the probability of success in the corresponding
stage. For instance, if in a certain case the AP in stage A is $-0.22$ and in another case is 0.15,
we can say that the case with the higher AP should be associated with a higher probability
of success. However, this is as far as this tool can take us. The IAP, built on the interval
$[-1,1]$, does not have a reference point that may be associated with a concrete probability
value (e.g., we cannot assert that an AP $\leq 0.08$ is associated with a probability of 0, or
that an AP $= 0$ is associated with a probability of 0.5).

In conceptual terms, we can correspond the probability of success to each result.
Considering how the API is constructed, we can associate a higher AP value with a higher
probability of success. We can mathematically—and in abstract—translate that idea in the following expressions, in which \( f(\text{AP}) \) would be a function that would grant the probability of success depending on the AP value: (i) \( \text{Prob (success)} = f(\text{AP}) \); (ii) if \( a < b \), then \( f(a) < f(b) \); (iii) \( f' (\text{AP}) > 0 \). This idea—that a higher AP value could be associated with a higher probability of success—is illustrated in Figure 7

![Figure 7. Average Presence and Probability of Success. Source: the authors.](image)

Finally, it should be highlighted that, despite the rigor present throughout the processing of the content of interviews (especially when it came to the melioration of the IAP), this quantitative tool (Average Presence) should be faced as part of the quantitization process of the qualitative data of the contents of interviews.

### 3.4.6. Indicator of Average Magnitude

Whereas the IAP synthesizes, for each element of the analysis, their performance in the horizontal axis of the CISF classification matrix, the AM synthesizes the performance obtained in the vertical axis of the matrix—which concerns the magnitude of impact (high or low) detected in the coded quote, therefore, revealing the average magnitude for that unit of analysis. This indicator gives us a measure to assess the impact of each element for the success of the stage in which it is inserted. The AM of each unit of analysis allows us to complement the information conveyed by the IAP, by revealing the impact that that unit of analysis had in the success or unsuccess of the stage in which it is inserted (being the success or unsuccess dependent on the orientation of the AP).

Like the AP, AM is also calculated, in the first place, at the category level. On Table S3 in Appendix 3 of Supplementary Materials, we have an illustration of the calculation made at the category level, for the A1 dimension categories—Problems in the National case. For instance, category A1.1 “Indicators” has AM = 0.40 which is a result of 2 quotes with high magnitude (score of 1) and 3 quotations with low magnitude (score of 0.5). A1.3 “Feedback of political action” has an AM = 0.31, which is the result of 5 quotations with high magnitude and 11 quotes with low magnitude. This method applies successively to other categories.

In a way similar to the one used to calculate the AP, the AM is calculated for each dimension through the weighted average of the AM value for the categories of that dimension. In this case (A1), that weighted average is 0.41. Finally, we have also calculated the AM of each stage by calculating the weighted average of the AM value for the dimensions that constitute that stage, weighted by the number of quotes pertaining to each dimension.

In the National case, illustrated in Table S4 in Appendix 3 of Supplementary Materials, we can see that the AM of the Agenda stage is 0.55—a result where we can find the already-calculated value for the AM of dimension A1 (0.41).
With the aim of providing an easy reading of the results, we chose to standardise the AM value, resorting to a scale between 0 and 1. This makes AM_i = Fi, that is, in a scale from 0 to 1 or between 0 and 100%, the AM value becomes equal to the percentage of quotes in that unit of analysis with high magnitude. This is easily perceptible if we consider that we are weighting the proportion of quotes with high magnitude (with score = 1, in the new scale) with the proportion of quotes with low magnitude (score = 0).

Thus, a category with a magnitude close to 1 is a category in which the underlying quotes has necessarily a large proportion of “1” and/or “−1” scores. In other words, either that the CISF existed and was very critical for success, or that the CISF did not exist and that determined failure. A category with a low AM, close to 0, will be a category in which the underlying quotes had a large proportion of “0.5” and/or “−0.5” scores. This means that the CISF had, on average, a lesser impact. To visualise the AM of each category, we present in Appendix 4 a table with a ranking, in descending order, that reveals in a quick and practical way the categories with higher and lower average magnitude (already standardised in a [0,1] scale). This indicator is particularly useful given that it will be, in tandem with the Frequency Count Indicator, one of the inputs used to create the Index of Criticality (IC), which we are going to address next. Since this paper necessitates brevity, we will not expose here the outputs of the IC. However, the IC will be key to identify the categories/dimensions/stages with higher/lower impact/importance for the overall success in the implementation of education for entrepreneurship programmes in Portuguese schools.

3.4.7. Index of Criticality

The methods used to build the index of criticality (IC) obeys the ten-step process proposed by the Handbook on Construction of Composite Indicators [57]. In short, the IC is a composite index that is the result of the geometric average of two indexes: the Index of Frequency (IF) and the IAM, built from the blend of the IAM and Frequency Count Indicator (FCI).

In the context of the research, the purpose of the IC is to sum in a single indicator the importance/criticality of the constitutive elements of the conceptual framework adopted. The output is a ranking; a visualisation of the hierarchical importance/criticality that allows an ordinal reading of its results.

The IC, through the ordinal reading of the results, makes possible a comparative analysis between two (or more) elements of the selected sample. The reader will be able to know, primarily, the position in the IC ranking of each element and, subsequently, know the difference between other values for each element of the comparative analysis—such as IF/FC and IAM/AM. Concretely, the IC values per se allow (due to the way it is constructed) an ordinal interpretation (to have an idea of the importance of the respective variables); however, the interpretation of the registered differences will have to be conducted based on the IF values and IAM, given that these were the values that led to the IC calculation.

With regard to the interval in the IC, it varies from 0 to a not limited value because its components (FI and IAM) do not possess a cap value. In fact, both the IF and the IAM are based on a median of 100, so they are limited below 0, but do not have a cap value. Given that the IC is simply the geometric average of IF and IAM, there is no further treatment, i.e., the value of IC = 100 does not have, per se, any reference or value in the sample.

3.4.8. The Matrix of Influence

Considering the research in social sciences that was carried out and the case studies that support it (the national case and two NUTSIII cases), it is interesting to look at two already-mentioned indicators: the IC and the IAP. On the one hand, the IC tells how critical an element of the framework is, regardless of how present or absent it is. On the other hand, the IAP tells us how present/absent that element is, regardless of how critical it is. The natural question that arises from this is how we can aggregate both
indexes. That is when we started to look at influence through the lens of the binomial Criticality | Average Presence.

The choice of building a matrix to integrate information of two indicators follows Verdinelli and Scagnoli’s suggestion [58] about the use of matrices as the best option to cross two or more dimensions, variables or relevant concepts of the topic being studied. This will not only make the understanding of the phenomena easier, but will also enhance the visual component in the communication of results. Indeed, the Matrix of Influence is a viable framework to synthesize information that we have gathered throughout this process.

Thus, for any level of criticality, the higher the presence or absence, the higher the influence. By the same token, for any level of Average Presence, the higher the criticality, the higher the influence. That is why we strive to obtain monotonicity concerning any of the two variables—i.e., that the variation is always in the same direction. However, given the complexity in aggregating these variables, we opted to use a qualitative indicator of influence—instead of a quantitative one—based on the Matrix of Influence presented in Figure 8 (which provides us with different levels of influence for the combination of values between the IC and the IAP).

![Matrix of Influence](source)

**Figure 8.** Matrix of Influence. Source: the authors.

In the horizontal axis, we can find the Index of Average Presence (IAP). The scale is divided in 8 intervals: 4 intervals in which the values are positive (Presence) and 4 intervals in which the values are negative (Absence). In the vertical axis is the IC, which we have subdivided in 4 intervals. The colour coding, along with the respective legend, illustrates the four types of classification that we propose for influence: Very High (VH), High (H), Medium (M) and Low (L). Given that influence can be positive or negative, depending whether we have AP > 0 or AP < 0, influence can be of 8 kinds: VH (+), H (+), M (+), L (+), L (−), M (−), H (−) and VH (−). The value of this analysis translated by a qualitative variable is the way we found to integrate data contained in the CI and AP indicators in a comprehensible way that makes justice to the mixed methods approach that we have decided to adopt.

At this point, we ought to briefly recapitulate the main steps in three of the principal indicators used. The IAP measures the degree of presence/absence of the CISF, regardless of how critical they were. From that data we built, through the calculation of the weighted average, the degree of Average Presence for the elements that constitute the dimensions and stages of the exposed framework. The IC seeks to measure the criticality of the different elements of the adopted framework, regardless of their presence (absence). The Matrix of Influence can only be achieved when other indexes are attained. It combines the information
provided by both the IAP and IC to characterize, qualitatively, the degree of influence that occurred in the case studies.

The following diagram, Figure 9, shows the overarching architecture of indicators and indexes used to build the Matrix of Influence of our methodological approach and how the different steps were achieved and created the possibility of progressing towards the making of a Matrix of Influence. It also identifies, for each of the components used in intermediate calculations, the object of measure and the qualitative or quantitative nature of that component.

![Diagram of the Architecture of Indexes and Indicators to Build the Matrix of Influence](image)

**Figure 9.** Diagram of the Architecture of Indexes and Indicators to Build the Matrix of Influence. Source: the authors.

We will briefly recapitulate the three main indexes of the diagram.

- The Average Presence Indicator (IAP) measures the degree of presence/absence of category-inherent success factors that make up the model (the “CISF”), regardless of how critical they were. From these data, we built, through the calculation of a weighted average, the degree of average presence (AP) for the more aggregated levels of the adopted model, regardless of whether they were more or less present or absent, and is built by combining the CFI and the AMI. It does so on a scale with a lower bound of 0 and no upper bound, in which the value 100 is assigned to the median;

- the Index of Criticality (IC) seeks to measure the “criticality” of the different elements of the adopted model, regardless of whether they were more or less present or absent, and is built by combining the CFI and the AMI. It does so on a scale with a lower bound of 0 and no upper bound, in which the value 100 is assigned to the median;

- the Matrix of Influence combines the information provided by the IC and IAP to qualitatively characterize the degree of influence that occurred in the case studies. It does so on a scale of 4 levels—very high, high, medium low and low, and there can be a positive or negative influence, giving rise to 8 types of classification.

### 4. Results: Comparative Analysis of Both Cases—The Integrated Public Policy Cycle

In this section, we will analyse, in an integrated, measurable and as practical as possible way, the effect of actions and activities carried out by decision makers and agents throughout the public policy cycle. We used the indicators resulting from the methodology described above, which helped us to prioritize and highlight the most critical and influential elements in the design, decision and implementation of policies on entrepreneurship education programs. Our methods allowed a deeper and simultaneously aggregated
understanding of the entire process. Our focus will be the analysis of the AP differential. This will enable us to see the contrast between success and failure in the two cases. We will complement our analysis with a look at the AM, FC and IC indicators for the levels of analysis “stage” and “category”. In addition, at a more detailed level—the categories—we will also look at the level of influence of each category and the difference in influence that occurred between the two cases.

4.1. Analysis per Stage

Let us start, then, by observing the data in Table 5, which show the results of the AP, AM, FC and IC indicators related to each of the cases.

Table 5. Comparison of the CIMBAL and CIMVDL Cases According to the Four Indicators. Source: the authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>AP (BAL) &lt; 0</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>AM</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>FC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIMBAL</td>
<td>CIMVDL</td>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>CIMBAL</td>
<td>CIMVDL</td>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>CIMBAL</td>
<td>CIMVDL</td>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>CIMBAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
<td>−0.63</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>−10%</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agenda</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>−8%</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, the AP indicator presents a global differential for the set of the three stages of 0.93 with CIMVDL having an overall value of 0.77 and CIMBAL of −0.16 (numbers that reflect, respectively, the “success” and “failure” occurred). In fact, the CIMVDL case has the highest Average Presence value (of the success factors in each of the stages), indicating that this was the case that had the greatest success, contrasting with the failure observed in CIMBAL as a result of the global absence of factors of success.

Bearing in mind that the AP scale varies between −1 and 1 (therefore, having an amplitude of 2.00), a differential of 0.93 reflects a high gap in performance between the two cases. Looking now at the articulation of this global value, we see that the Decision stage is the one in which there is a greater AP differential—1.48—indicating that this stage was the most critical for the failure of the EEP policy in the Baixo Alentejo Region. In second, comes the Implementation stage with 0.86 and finally, the Agenda stage with a differential of 0.65. We can also observe that the CIMVDL’s degree of success is similar in the three stages. In the CIMBAL case, there is greater asymmetry with a very negative result in the Decision stage (AP = −0.63). We also note that CIMBAL has a slightly positive result in the Agenda stage (AP = 0.05) and slightly negative in the Implementation stage (AP = −0.03).

Using the data in Table 5 (above) to compare the performance of each of the cases, we observed that the differences in terms of the AM indicator in the three stages allow us to verify that in the CIMVDL case not only the success factors were present to a greater extent, but the impact of its presence was higher, given the values of AM between 70 and 85%, compared to the values in the CIMBAL case between 56 and 70%. The remarkable values of AM for CIMBAL indicate, given the negative (or almost) value of AP for CIMBAL, that the absence of success factors in these three stages had a significant impact on the overall failure observed in this region. This will become clearer when we address the category analysis level. Yet, it is important to point out that not only was the absence of the CISFs observed in the Decision stage, but this absence inhibited or blocked success in this stage.

Table 6 (below) includes six of the classifications of the type of effect of the CISFs inherent to the quotes of the Decision stage in each of the cases. Thus, the distribution of the 441 and 213 quotes pertaining, respectively, to the CIMBAL and CIMVDL cases, allocated to the Decision stage, is as follows:
Table 6. Justificative Evidences of the Success/Failure in the Decision, Agenda and Implementation Stages. Source: the authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Effect of the CISF</th>
<th>Decision Stage</th>
<th>Agenda Stage</th>
<th>Implementation Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIMBAL Case</td>
<td>CIMVDL Case</td>
<td>CIMBAL Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N° of Quotes</td>
<td>N° of Quotes</td>
<td>N° of Quotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocker</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrainer</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabler</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors.

The asymmetry between the two cases is made clear in the lowest levels of the Decision stage, i.e., dimensions and categories. The amplitude of the differences between the CIMVDL and CIMBAL in the Agenda and Implementation stages (also in Table 6) are smaller compared to the Decision stage since the success factors in these stages were already present, even if in a slightly positive or even slightly negative way.

4.2. Analysis by Category

After analysing the results at the dimension level, it is now important to study the results at the category level. Following the example adopted for stage and dimensions, Table 7 presents the 53 categories of the proposed integrated model according to the AP differential ranking (CIMVDL–CIMBAL).

We thus observe that there are 23 categories in which, for the CIMBAL case, AP < 0 and another 30 in which AP ≥ 0. Within the categories that globally (and on average) reveal absence of success factors, we see that the differential is higher than 1.00 for 18 of them. More precisely and in descending order: D4.4; D4.3; D3.4; D3.1; I2.2; D3.2; D5.3; A3.2; D1.3; A4.2; D5.2; D2.2; A3.4; D5.1; I3.5; D4.1; I3.1; A2.6. We can also see that 11 of these 18 categories are part of the Decision stage. This is evidence that this stage was, according to our interviewees, the one that most influenced the failure verified in CIMBAL. Indeed, it was the one in which the absence of critical success factors was more evident—or, conversely, where a greater presence of factors linked to failure exists. In contrast, when analysing the CIMVDL data, we observe only two categories with PM < 0 (A2.9 and I6.2), while all other categories have AP ≥ 0.

As we had already observed in the analysis carried out at the level of dimensions, we can also see that in the CIMVDL not only were the success factors present to a greater degree, but the impact of their presence was higher. The AM values are greater than 80% in 26 of the 53 categories, compared to 15 categories in CIMBAL. However, given the negative value of AP for CIMBAL in six of these fifteen categories (D4.4; I2.2; D3.2; A3.2; D4.1; I3.1. to which the AM values correspond to 94%, 82%, 90%, 100%, 82% and 100%) makes it evident that these categories alone had a significant impact on the overall failure observed in the public policy of EEP in the Baixo Alentejo Region.

After observing through the AP indicator how present/absent the categories of the theoretical referential models were and how critical their impact was on the success/failure of each of the three stages of the public policy cycle, it is important to present and analyse the information provided by the IC and AP to qualitatively characterize the degree of influence of each of these categories on the success/failure of public policy in the cases. The influence that each of the 53 categories had in each of the analysed cases results from the binomial IC/AP—the IC indicator measures criticality, regardless of the degree of success obtained, and AP the degree of success attained.
Table 7. Success and Failure According to the AP Indicator in the 53 Categories of the Proposed Model. Source: the authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RK</th>
<th>DIF</th>
<th>AP Code</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FC</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cimbal</td>
<td>Cimvdl</td>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>Cimbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>D4.4</td>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.88</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>D4.3</td>
<td>Cultural idiosyncrasies</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.69</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>D3.4</td>
<td>Financial resources</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.64</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D3.1</td>
<td>Previous experiences</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.61</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I2.2</td>
<td>Adequate delegation of competences (decision-making ability)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.64</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>D3.2</td>
<td>Decision support information</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.79</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>D5.3</td>
<td>Consensus as solid indicator of a good decision</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.55</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A3.2</td>
<td>Governmental changes</td>
<td>−1.00</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>D1.3</td>
<td>Transversal solutions to various problems</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.50</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A4.2</td>
<td>Access to decision-makers</td>
<td>−0.59</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>D5.2</td>
<td>More concern in mitigating the problem than in achieving goals</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>D2.2</td>
<td>Connection between to-do actions and goals to achieve</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.56</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A3.4</td>
<td>Organized political forces</td>
<td>−0.42</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>D5.1</td>
<td>Trial-and-error process</td>
<td>−0.69</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>I3.5</td>
<td>Adequate decision-making rules</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>D4.1</td>
<td>Decision-makers with different views</td>
<td>−0.79</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>I3.1</td>
<td>Access granted to entities that support the program</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>A2.6</td>
<td>Financial viability</td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>I2.1</td>
<td>Involvement of public institutions in the concretization of the project</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>I3.4</td>
<td>Enough financial resources</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>A5.3</td>
<td>Position of the institutions involved</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.12</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>A2.2</td>
<td>Flow of ideas inside the communities (primeval soup)</td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>A2.9</td>
<td>Restrictions of the system</td>
<td>−0.57</td>
<td>−0.43</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>I5.1</td>
<td>Formalization of support</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>A1.4</td>
<td>Events, crises and symbols</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>I1.2</td>
<td>Specific studies</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>I4.2</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>A2.7</td>
<td>Political receptivity</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>A5.1</td>
<td>Has a window opened?</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RK</th>
<th>DIF</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>Code Categories</th>
<th>Cimbal</th>
<th>Cimvdl</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FC</th>
<th>IC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>Decision power</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>Adequate hierarchical integration</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>A2.4</td>
<td>Technical feasibility</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>A4.1</td>
<td>Committed to the concretization of goals</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>A4.3</td>
<td>Resources spent</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>A1.1</td>
<td>Indicators</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>A2.1</td>
<td>Community of experts (generation of ideas)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>A1.3</td>
<td>Feedback of political action</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>D1.1</td>
<td>Connection with other problems</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>A4.4</td>
<td>Strategies used</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>A2.8</td>
<td>Acceptance by the community</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>A2.5</td>
<td>Compatibility with values</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>D4.2</td>
<td>Previous absence of clear goals from the decision-makers</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>A4.1</td>
<td>Who (visible/invisible actors)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>D1.2</td>
<td>Prevalence of ambiguous goals in detriment of specific ones</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>I6.1</td>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>D0.3</td>
<td>Little relevance of theory</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>I3.3</td>
<td>Possibility of attributing responsibilities to specialized entities</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>−0.04</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>A3.1</td>
<td>Supranational/national/regional feelings</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>A2.3</td>
<td>Evolutive and maturing process</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>I1.2</td>
<td>Consistent</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>D2.1</td>
<td>Few, more or less familiar, proposals</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.33</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>I6.2</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>−0.50</td>
<td>−0.50</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In Figure 10 we include the distribution of these 53 categories in the Matrix of Influence, thus obtaining a better and faster spatial perception of their location in each case. We will observe that in the CIMVDL case, there are no factors that have negatively and significantly influenced the success. Contrarily, in the CIMBAL case there are several categories that negatively and significantly influenced the situation, therefore causing failure to implement EEP.

The "cloud" on the left and, in particular, the top left, is notorious, with three categories from the Decision stage having a Very High and Negative influence: D4.1, D3.2 and D4.4. As the matrix shows, numerous categories of the Decision stage had a negative or very negative influence on the CIMBAL case. It is also worth mentioning the fact that several categories of the Agenda stage had a high and positive influence. In this matrix, we have 30 categories with a positive influence and 23 with a negative influence (those with, respectively, PM > 0 and PM < 0). Table 8 shows the distribution by level of influence.

![Matrix of Influence With 53 Categories (CIMBAL). Source: the authors.](image)

**Table 8. Number of Categories by Level of Influence (CIMBAL).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Influence</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: the authors.

In Figure 11, we can see the distribution of categories in the CIMVDL case. The differences are immediately visible. In this case, the spot is on the right side with a large presence of categories at the top right with nine categories with very high influence and twenty-nine with high influence. It should be noted that in the set of nine categories with very high (and positive) influences, we have an equitable distribution across the three stages:
- Agenda: A1.3, A2.4 and A2.7
- Decision: D1.3, D4.4 and D5.3
- Implementation: I2.1, I3.5 and I5.1

### Table 8. Number of Categories by Level of Influence (CIMBAL).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Influence</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11.** Matrix of Influence with 53 Categories (CIMVDL). Source: the authors.

In this matrix, we have fifty-one categories with a positive influence and two with a negative influence (those with, respectively, AP > 0 and AP < 0). Table 9 shows the distribution by level of influence.

### Table 9. Number of Categories by Level of Influence (CIMVDL). Source: the authors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Influence</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Conclusions

**5.1. Discussion: Articulation of the Proposed Methodology with the Identification of Explaining Factors of the Public Policy Cycle under Analysis**

The previous sections presented and analysed the effects of the actions and activities carried out by the different decision makers and agents involved throughout the public policy cycle in the two Portuguese Intermunicipal Communities. Given the specificity of the approach for Intermunicipal cases, we sought to understand, for each stage and in a comparative way, which are the differentiating success/failure factors between the two realities, as well as which ones were less influential.

Effectively, it was possible to verify according to the theory [59] that the analysis of data obtained based on the semi-structured interviews carried out turned out to be a very complex part of our interpretive research work. We carried out our work based on authors specialized in research methods [12,37], as well as on the consultation of works in qualitative [8,18] and quantitative [1] research. This ensured that the data analysis performed was conducted in a rigorous and methodical way and the path we took presented significant and useful results.
Indeed, figures and tables presented and the respective Matrices of Influence for each case pose in a systematized and contrasted way what were the most differentiating factors in the process of scheduling, decision and implementation of EEP. This contributes to a broader knowledge regarding the explanation of the two cases under study. The comparative analysis of the two cases made it possible to verify, demonstrate and identify the factors that make the CIMVDL a case of success and CIMBAL a case of failure when it came to public policy on EEP in those territories. Effectively, the approach presented may be replicated by researchers intending to address similar cases related to public or corporate policies and decisions and understand in a systematic, traceable, transparent and less impressionistic/subjective way how issues developed and what actions/behaviours were critical for the success or failure. Therefore, the methodology that we presented and that enabled this process allowed us to answer our initial research question, on how we could extract, organize and communicate insights from a vast amount of qualitative information. Through the measurement tools, indexes and matrices of influence presented, we were able not only to systematize information, but also to ascertain concrete conclusions and present them in a visual way. This made clearer the implications, concepts and dynamics underlying qualitative analysis, with the ultimate goal of facilitating the understanding of the phenomenon under study according to suggestions proposed in previous works [33,48,58].

5.2. Limitations

Content analysis is inherently a qualitative analysis and it is characterized by a particular and unsurpassable subjectivity [60]. The fact that the extent of the work developed (number and extension of the quotes selected in the transcript of the 39 interviews) did not allow time for other researchers to be asked to carry out a similar qualitative content analysis can be seen as a limitation. Especially with regard to the allocation of each quote to the category of the theoretical model adopted or the corresponding classification of the type of effect inherent to CISF. However, we believe that the coding and classification rules adopted—clearly and consistently applied throughout the analysis—allow us to envision that different researchers would reach similar results if they categorised the same contents based on these rules.

A second limitation is linked to lack of quantitative data on the phenomenon studied based on the processing of data from questionnaires, structured interviews, measurement scales or standardised tests (e.g., satisfaction surveys about the programs, test results of students involved in the programs, specific quantitative studies on programs carried out). This does not enable the (possible) adoption of the triangulation strategy, i.e., the use of different combined methods in order to increase the reliability of the data and the conclusions explored by the authors within the scope of the study. Both limitations—the second, in particular—are aligned with the suggestions presented as possible extensions of this work.

5.3. Contribution to Mixed Methods Research, Social Sciences and Mathematics

This work presents a carefully constructed structure that portrays the phases of qualitative and quantitative analysis of the content of the interviews carried out based on accepted scientific approaches in the treatment of qualitative and quantitative data. Contrary to the tendency of qualitative researchers [61] when arguing on the basis of quantitative logic (e.g., “5 of the respondents said”, “most of the answers focused”), the work carried out allowed an interpretation and presentation of theoretically grounded results.

Indeed, we chose to build a model that could handle the 3749 quotes gathered in the interviews, so as not to limit ourselves to a purely qualitative type of study that would necessarily lead to simple impressions taken from the interviews. Even if it was a more arduous and complex path, the study carried out, as mentioned in this paper, adopted a mixed methods approach, predominantly qualitative, insofar as the quantitative analysis does not result from the direct collection of quantitative data, but from the quantification of qualitative data. The difference for a qualitative study only is, however, absolutely
colossal. It is enough to mention that to order the 53 categories of the model without resorting to quantitative tools, the researcher would have to, through his “memories” and “impressions”, try to compare 1378 pairs of categories (combinations of 53 in pairs = 53C2 = (53 × 52)/2 = 1378).

Given the complexity of the phenomenon studied, and in addition to the methodological strategy followed in the qualitative variant, we resorted to different approaches to the notion of measure to guarantee the operations carried out since the way in which concepts are defined and measured has a direct influence on the validity of research results and, therefore, on the theoretical validity of the study [12]. To that end, a process of operationalization of the concepts was followed, inspired by the five steps proposed by Fortin [12], i.e., (i) precision of the conceptual definitions; (ii) specification of the dimensions of the concept; (iii) empirical indicators; (iv) measurement operations. In this process, we paid special attention to the prior definition of the object of analysis that was intended to be quantified; the elaboration of appropriate instruments to carry out the measurement operation and respective scale; the systematic construction of indicators, indexes and rankings; finally, the creation of a matrix of influence as a facilitating instrument for reading and presenting the results.

Regarding steps (i) and (ii), we highlight the creation of two absolutely critical “intermediate” variables—the CISFs and their type of effect—and TEICC. Both are “intermediate” variables in that they were essential to bridge the gap between the theoretical framework adopted and the quantitative analysis of qualitative data. After coding, we were faced with the challenge of attributing a qualitative label and then attributing a score to each label. The step of attributing a label required the creation of a new concept—the CISF. Without it, we simply could not “connect” the quotes to the descriptions in the theoretical models adopted. The attribution of a score further required that we created a new “unit of measure”, the TEICC (“type of effect implicit in the coded citation”). Only with this could we evaluate the presence/absence of the CISF and its type of magnitude/impact (high or low). These resulted, respectively, in the creation of four types of effects implicit in the selected quote (B, R, E or D) and its quantification (−1, −0.5, 0.5 and 1, respectively). These are key foundations that allowed us to build the indicators that would support and feed the final matrix of influence where we plot all the categories.

Thus, the standardisation carried out was essential to treat the empirical elements collected and extract value from them. In fact, without this standardisation, the difficulties of interpretation and comparison between the elements of the three selected models (Kindgon’s, Lindblom’s and Sabatier and Mazmanian’s)—and given a sample of 3749 citations—would be enormous.

We characterize this work as a methodological contribution insofar as the identification and detailed description of all the research steps related to the qualitative and quantitative treatment of the data seem to us to be relevant for future works. The systematic and transparent approach was adopted with a detailed description of the methodological aspects related to the quantification of qualitative data—including, among others, the definition of concepts, constructs, types of measure and the entire process of construction of indicators—allows us to add it to qualitative outputs.

5.4. Future Research

Although it is possible to see, in the literature, repeated attempts to quantify statements from open interviews or narratives [62,63], the statements are usually analysed only in terms of frequencies (which allows specification and some terms of comparison). We acted in harmony with this theoretical premise through the counting of frequencies by category, stage and the theoretical model adopted—which allowed a snapshot of the relevance of the different constitutive elements of the conceptual model adopted. However, even though the frequency count—the number of quotes allocated to a given category—allows the identification of the most outstanding categories (on the assumption that the more quotes a category has, the more relevant that category will be research-wise), that alone
was not enough to understand to what extent the presence (or absence) of some elements contributed (or not) to the success in each of the stages of the policy cycle. Our study wanted to go beyond this and answer more questions. The instruments developed to ascertain the type and intensity of the impact of the various elements may inspire the adoption of new procedures or adaptation of protocols in the quantitative treatment of qualitative data. Future researchers who intend to measure some of the elements that contribute to the understanding of a given phenomenon, in different areas of knowledge requiring the use of data collection techniques supported by semi-structured interviews or open, may find new tools to do so.

A possible extension of this study would be based on the theoretical model adopted, as well as on the indicators and indexes created. The formulation of standardised surveys that could be adopted and sent to different actors involved in a similar situation in the fields of social, political and economic sciences is something that can be carried out. With this typology of surveys, it would then be possible to directly question these actors what values they would attribute, given a pre-defined scale, to the presence and magnitude of the variables contained in the corresponding surveys. In fact, the adoption of this data collection method could allow interviewees to directly assign a score (on a certain scale) to the presence and magnitude of the CISFs, instead of a researcher that needed to choose, code and classify a given quote. This would, of course, be a work with a strong quantitative dimension, in which subjectivity would be even more mitigated. This would also enable a more extensive statistical treatment based on approaches already established in the literature.

Furthermore, the treatment of data and all the research steps presented may encourage future works in which teams of researchers have to deal with vast amounts of qualitative data and may find helpful a quantitization process that reduces subjectivity (which would address the first limitation mentioned above). The outcomes of the process we propose can then be cross-checked with the results from methods used by researchers that carried out purely qualitative analyses. The use and analysis of semi-structured interviews can, thus, acquire new breadth. This would be particularly relevant in the fields of public policy studies and other social sciences that deal with conceptual frameworks in combination with methods that privilege the gathering of qualitative inputs.

Finally, given that right now no software can analyse qualitative data [64]—only help in the analysis process—our proposal may also resonate in research on artificial intelligence, i.e., AI could be developed to find ways to process some steps of the process digitally. This way, sample sizes would not be as time-consuming as they are now, and human intervention would be reduced to the least necessary amount. This would allow researchers to attain results faster and in a more efficient way. Indeed, the use of Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (as is the case of NVIVO, which we had the chance to use and proved fruitful, as we have demonstrated at an earlier stage of this paper) is useful and helps produce results with increased transparency, traceability and methodological rigour when large amounts of data are involved.

5.5. Final Remarks

In this paper, we explored a concrete application of quantitizing qualitative data from semi-structured interviews—a mixed methods approach in the context of a social sciences study. Through the quantitizing process we were able to extract more information from the interviews, reducing subjectivity and presenting the main results in a more comprehensive, organized and structured manner, highlighting two key dimensions of the subject being studied (degree of “criticality” and “presence” of the CISF), summarised in a matrix of influence. As for the specific case study used to illustrate our methodology, the process, which culminated in the matrices of influence, led to the identification, per stage of the public policy cycle, of which factors determined the success (or lack thereof) of the implementation of EEP in Portugal. Namely, the rationale behind the reasons why decision makers decided to implement EEP in CIMVDL and not in CIMBAL. If readers want more
context, outside the scope of this paper, they can check our recent study [65]. As Figure 9 explained, the AP, FCI, AM, IF and IAM indicators were crucial to ascertain the IC and IAP, which, in turn, led to the construction of the Matrix of Influence and the readability of results.

The transparent and systematic approach adopted—including a clear definition of concepts, constructs, measurement tools and a traceable process of construction of indicators—allowed us to obtain a broader knowledge of the phenomenon under study than if we had only adopted a qualitative approach to address the content of the interviews made [46]. Moreover, given the transparency and (relative) objectivity of the process, we believe other researchers doing the same work would achieve similar results.

Therefore, we believe that this methodological approach, which comprises a variety of steps and theoretically based choices, may not only be of interest to social scientists seeking to bring new dimension to their studies, but also contribute to the overall research based on the combination of qualitative and quantitative methods to perform a content analysis of data from the processing of semi-structured interviews.
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